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More than 20 years have passed since the first PC virus infected
IBM systems. Viruses have since grown far more contagious.
Phishers, pharmers, spammers and hackers have also made fair
game of secured network environments.

When evaluating the security of Linux versus Windows Server™
2003 operating system, IT managers need to be aware that
using open source software (OSS) may not be a defense
mechanism against security breaches. According to Yankee
Group’s 2005 North American Linux and Windows Total Cost
of Ownership (TCO) Comparison Survey, complacency is
the biggest threat facing Linux users.

Examine IT Vendors Security Processes
Companies need to exercise proactive vigilance when
developing processes for managing security and need to
research how different IT vendors test and secure their code.
Through its Software Development Life Cycle, Microsoft® offers
a structured and rigorous process to help reduce the number
of security vulnerabilities in its platform. IT managers need to
take into account the responsiveness and thoroughness of the
platform’s patch and anti-virus management processes and the
cost of deployment when making their IT decisions.

The Centre hospitalier universitaire de Québec (CHUQ)
re-evaluated their mixed IT platform based on concerns over
the reliability and manageability of its security patching.
With over 3,800 desktops and close to 300 laptops scattered
throughout the three hospitals, it became increasingly difficult
for CHUQ to monitor and identify machines that may pose a
risk to its IT infrastructure. In 2004, CHUQ decided to phase out
its UNIX and Linux servers for its medical administration and
standardize on the Microsoft-based platform.

“Security is a key focus for our organization as it is imperative
that all of our mission-critical applications remain stable and
secure. We are dealing with a tremendous amount of sensitive
and confidential patient data and it was essential that we had
the most up-to-date security measures in place to ensure that
it remains so,” says Yvan Fournier, Security Manager, CHUQ.

The Cost of Patch Management
Finding ways to lower management costs is also important.
A recent study completed in April 2005 by Wipro Technologies
Ltd., shows that patching Windows clients costs an average of
14 per cent less than patching OSS-based clients. Windows-
based non-database servers are 13 per cent less costly than

OSS-based servers to patch, and Windows-based database servers
are 33 per cent less costly than OSS-based database servers.

Wipro found that a Windows-based system requires an average
26 per cent less effort per year to deploy patches to than
comparable OSS-based systems.

These survey findings resonate with CHUQ’s experience after
consolidating on the Microsoft-based platform. By leveraging
Microsoft Windows Server Update Services, CHUQ IT
administrators have automated patch distribution – allowing it
to stay one step ahead of security risks and find the time to
deliver new business value to the organization.

Interested in Wipro Technologies’ The Total

Cost of Security Patch Management study?

Access your complimentary copy at

microsoft.ca/getthefacts/resources
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“We continue to invest in Microsoft software
because we trust the products. We know that if
we require support, the Microsoft team will be
there to help us out. In our view, the Windows
Server 2003 operating system is the best product
that we have in our environment. It provides us
with everything we need and more,” says Yvan
Fournier, Security Manager, CHUQ.

The IT industry has seen tremendous innovation over the past 20 years. From Unix to Windows Server™
operating system being a force in the data centre to advances in network security, today’s IT professionals
have more opportunities to push today’s IT platforms to new heights in order to meet the needs of today’s
business environment.
With innovation comes more choice, and businesses need hard, comprehensive data and examples to help
make value-based IT decisions. This special report explores considerations IT professionals should leverage
when evaluating the reliability, security and TCO of different IT platforms through the experiences of industry
analysts and organizations like Cineplex Entertainment and the Centre hospitalier universitaire de Québec.
We hope these articles provide the facts to help make the decision that’s right for your business.

Darren Massel
Director of Platform Strategy
Microsoft Canada Co.



In the past, mainframe IT systems were the backbone of
businesses’ IT infrastructures. But over the years nimbler
volume servers have been gaining momentum and for the
first time, IDC has found that worldwide revenues for
Windows®-based x86 servers have topped spending for Unix
systems in the fourth quarter of 2005. What is driving
Canadian businesses like Cineplex Entertainment (Cineplex)
and the Dufferin Peel Catholic District School Board to take
advantage of agile Windows-based volume servers? 

In 2004, Cineplex, which currently manages 129 theatres under
six brands across Canada, found itself at a crossroads. After a
spate of mergers and acquisitions Cineplex had inherited an IT
system that contained many different technologies and which
could not be easily managed from a central location. Cineplex
knew it needed to centralize its IT environment and standardize
on a system platform. Evaluating all of their options, including
Unix and Linux, they selected Windows Server™ 2003
operating system because of their confidence that it could
deliver the security and reliability its organization needed.

Flexibility Key Driver of Server Market Trend
Alan Freedman, Research Manager, Infrastructure Hardware,
IDC Canada, believes the reason businesses are shifting to
Windows-based servers is twofold – to “future-proof” their
organizations and avoid the need to rip and replace their
architecture as applications change. The other is the need for
stability and reliability. “Smaller servers provide added flexibility
at a reasonable price point. The challenge is making sure that
new servers integrate efficiently with existing infrastructure
and that your data centre is manageable,” says Freedman.

To deliver the reliability and security its organization needed,
Cineplex worked with Microsoft Gold Certified Partner
LegendCorp to overhaul its server backbone and standardize
on Microsoft Windows Server 2003. In addition the company
is using Microsoft Systems Management Server and Microsoft
Operations Manager to automatically distribute patches and
application updates over its network.

“Our uptime has dramatically improved. With the Microsoft®

technology, we now have a highly advanced system that
allows our IT team to quickly manage and update our entire
system from our Toronto headquarters,” says Jeff Kent, Chief
Technology Officer at Cineplex Entertainment.

Like Cineplex, reducing the time an organization spends
patching its system is a challenge for many IT managers.
Yankee Group’s 2005 North American Linux and Windows TCO
Comparison Report found that its survey respondents reduced
the time spent on applying and distributing updates and
patches for Windows by 50 to 80 per cent since Microsoft
went to a monthly schedule of patch management releases in
the fall of 2004. Whereas Linux IT administrators reported they
spent on average 15 to 23 per cent longer – approximately 
2 to 5 hours more per week – on patch management
distribution compared to the same period in 2004.

Security and Reliability Top Priorities for IT Managers
This level of security also appealed to Ontario’s Dufferin-Peel
Catholic District School Board (DPCDSB), which employs 8,000
people. At one point DPCDSB ran a mixed operating

environment that included a large number of Linux-based thin
clients. But an inability to apply flash updates along with poor
reliability, led the Board to reconsider its computing strategy.

Today DPCDSB runs a Windows-based computing infrastructure
– a system that enables the Board to ensure that teachers and
students have the uptime they require and that security fixes
are distributed quickly and effectively.

“The stability and reliability that we can provide our users has
improved significantly since moving to a Windows-based
environment in our Secondary Schools. Students and teachers
are far more productive. Teachers also have much more
confidence in our technology solution,” says John Steele,
CIO, DPCSB.

The growing trend of leveraging more nimble servers is not
slowing down. According to recent figures from IDC Canada,
servers that ship with the Windows operating platform are
expected to grow rapidly from 115,000 in 2005 to nearly
180,000 by the end of the decade. This will far surpass
shipments of Linux and Unix servers.

Clearly, today’s businesses are realizing that Windows-based
volume servers offer the agility and flexibility they need at
an affordable price.

Interested in Yankee Group’s 2005 North

American Linux and Windows TCO Comparison

Report? Access your complimentary copy at

microsoft.ca/getthefacts/resources

“Servers that ship with the Windows operating
platform are expected to grow rapidly from
115,000 in 2005 to nearly 180,000 by the end
of the decade. This will far surpass shipments
of Linux and Unix servers,” says Alan Freedman,
Research Manager, Infrastructure Hardware,
IDC Canada.
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Evaluating IT Reliability: 

School Board Makes the Grade

An unreliable computing platform can wreak havoc on an
organization. Downtime leads to business delays that can
frustrate employees, customers and partners. So how can
IT professionals evaluate software operating systems and
applications to maximize IT reliability as a business’
infrastructure evolves?

Business growth, mergers and acquisitions can really test
the reliability of IT systems – what worked before may no
longer meet new business demands. This is what St. Vital
and St. Boniface Separate School Divisions discovered when
they amalgamated to form the Louis Riel School Division
(LRSD) in Winnipeg. When the school divisions merged the
mixed IT system was unreliable and difficult to use. The new
school board needed to evaluate the reliability, security and
performance of the Windows® operating system and Linux
platforms to determine which system would meet the
needs of its 15,000 students and 200 staff.

But where would such an evaluation
start? With the range of IT platforms
to choose from, IT managers need
to go beyond the hype of the
different software offerings and look
at IT systems holistically. A recent
study by research firm Security
Innovation Inc. recommends that
IT managers use solution and
organization-specific criteria to help
them assess the stability of their
computing environment.

Solution-Specific Criteria
This criteria requires IT managers to analyze the track record
of an entire platform solution, under ideal testing scenarios.
It also means avoiding a mix of components that require a
high level of maintenance and specialized expertise.
The availability of support and ensuring interoperability
among individual components are other key considerations.
By examining the overall solution and using solution-
oriented goals, IT managers can minimize reliability pain
points and make more informed decisions.

Organization-Specific Criteria
In addition to evaluating the IT platform, IT managers
must assess the organization’s requirements over time and
determine which solution can meet current and future needs.
Organizations often fall into the trap of picking solutions that
may be unfamiliar to staff. Security Innovation Inc. found
that component-based solutions typical of open source can
be difficult to deploy without specialized expertise, and
painful to grow as system requirements evolve. As a result,
organizations may be forced to take on the added cost of
external IT consultants or training for their IT staff.

If a company lacks the expertise in-house to maintain such
solutions, IT managers should look at alternatives or make
sure they factor consulting or training costs in the decision
process. When evaluating the different IT platforms, the
Louis Riel School Division considered the organization’s
needs, level of in-house expertise, cost of training and
support, and interoperability.

“One of the things we noted about Linux is that when a
problem arises, you sometimes have to rely on the kindness
of strangers. Fixes might be instantaneous, or several months
away. Also there were a lot of unknowns: Would applications
work together, would certain revisions to the server cause
issues, and how much time would that take?” says Brad
Biehn, Director of Information Systems, LRSD.

After conducting this analysis, LRSD opted for a migration
to a Windows-based platform and replaced its 61 disparate

servers with Windows Server™ 2003
operating system, which provides a
unifying layer of common services
across the organization. Windows®

XP and Office 2003 was implemented
on office desktops and classroom
computers.

As a result, LRSD is nearing 99 per
cent uptime. “We have six technicians
to handle 2,700 machines in 43
buildings, but we can fix most
problems minutes after they come in,”
says Biehn. “Students want their
computers to be like telephones – they
expect a dial tone every time they

turn it on. We’re happy to say that today we’re on that track.”

Clearly, today’s IT managers should consider both solution
and organization-specific criteria to identify reliability pain
points and make more informed decisions. The Security
Innovations framework can help IT managers choose the
system that will meet the reliability requirements of their
organizations today and in the future.

“Students want their computers
to be like telephones – they

expect a dial tone every time they
turn it on. We’re happy to say
that today we’re on that track,”

says Brad Biehn, Director of
Information Systems,

Louis Riel School Division.

Interested in Louis Riel School Division’s case
study or Security Innovation’s Understanding
Reliability of Evolving Systems white paper?
Access your complimentary copies at
microsoft.ca/getthefacts/resources
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Mixed operating environments are a fact of life for most
organizations. Whether due to mergers and acquisitions, a best
of breed approach or the lack of a unified IT strategy, most
organizations have to work with a range of different platforms.

Because application integration is critical to making
businesses more responsive and competitive, this fact is
also a growing concern.

According to a 2004 study from Jupiter Research, 65 per
cent of IT professionals rank interoperability with existing
applications as the number-one priority when purchasing new
software packages. Managers also ranked “getting multiple
applications to work together” as their top frustration.

Cash-strapped IT managers need to leverage their existing
investments by ensuring that the software they already have
can work together. Support for open standards is an important
measuring stick when considering which platform to invest in,
and some are looking to open source software to provide them
with what they perceive to be “out of the box” interoperability.

Open Standards vs. Open Source Software:

Can You Tell The Difference?
But confusing open standards with open source software may
lead to problems down the road. By definition open source
code may be modified by anyone, which can result in certain
standards not being supported because of the customization
to the code. Open Standards, however, are embedded
directly into a product, and offers users reliable links with a
range of other software platforms.

XML, for example, is now widely seen as the “lingua franca”
for data exchange and systems interoperability. Web Services
also enable system deployment to be done at a lower cost
and with simplified maintenance, and provide a foundation
to increase interoperability among different and widely
dispersed systems.

These standards have found wide acceptance and according
to Jupiter Research 55 per cent of IT professionals find Web
services standards, such as simple object access protocol
(SOAP) or Web Services description language (WSDL), are
most helpful in meeting their interoperability needs.
Industry-specific extensible markup language (XML) ranked
second, at 37 percent.

Jupiter Research found that companies who rely on a
Windows® operating system-based platform – which
supports these and other open standards – and the .NET
Framework are well positioned to ensure that their applications
can be made interoperable.

Barnaby Jeans, IT Pro Advisor, Microsoft Canada, says Windows
Server™ 2003 Release 2 operating system contains features
that can help managers make sense of their mixed operating
environments. “What Microsoft has done with Windows Server
2003 R2 is enabled Active Directory® directory service to act
as your central user authentication for Windows and your
UNIX and Linux systems, and allows you to share files off
Windows Server so users can mount them through a Linux
or UNIX machine,” he says.

“This is all made possible because we support open
standards,” he adds.

Interoperability Tools Ease IT Managers Pain
There are a number of different tools and solutions that can
help the interoperability between Linux and Windows-based
platforms. Customers who are using Virtual Server for server
consolidation, disaster recovery, re-hosting of legacy
applications, and software test and development can take
advantage of virtual machine add-ins that can be installed
in Linux guest operating systems to improve interoperability
with Virtual Server 2005 R2. There is also an opportunity to
consolidate Linux-based applications on Microsoft Virtual
Server 2005 R2 and receive 24-hour support from Microsoft.

For customers in a Unix environment, Services for Unix (SFU)
integrates UNIX users, groups, and hosts into their Windows-
based equivalents so they are administered in a manner
similar to Windows.

And for companies concerned about security, Microsoft
Identity Integration Server (MIIS) 2003 can help synchronize
identity information and provide a unified view of users
across multiple repositories, directories, systems, databases
and platforms.

But despite industry progress, interoperability remains a
major pain point for business of all sizes. Jeans says
Microsoft will continue to emphasize the need for
interoperability in its products.

Open Standards:

The Key to Addressing Interoperability 

Interested in Jupiter Research’s Interoperability

report? Access your complimentary copy at

microsoft.ca/getthefacts/resources

“We recognize that our customers are using
more than just Microsoft, so we want to make
sure that we can interoperate with different
things,” says Barnaby Jeans, IT Pro Advisor,
Microsoft Canada Co.
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